
Fibre Optic Cables

Another cable, another award winner…this time it's a What Video
Widescreen Best Buy Award: "Full-on 5.1 home cinema heaven
…this luminous orange (T2T Superior) cable oozes quality."
Hi-tech digital
fibre optic
cables were for
many years the
sole domain of
the professional
user. In 2002/03
they were
introduced into
the audio field -
and certainly at
Ecosse - with
minimal loss in
quality. Digital
audio fibre optic offers high speed, wide frequency bandwidth (10MHz) and extremely low-loss. They
offer 100% rejection of EMI.

Here the Polymethyl Methacrylate Acrylic Material is clad in a reflective layer-to prevent phase error and
noise - and secondary clad in a protective PVC jacket. The whole composition is bound in a 3rd PVC
flexible sheath for total environmental isolation ensuring reduction of jitter for enhanced clarity and
definition.

Ecosse fibre optic cables delivers accurate Bitstream transfer for the low cost/high performance sonics
from  Sky and other satellite receivers, CD players, Minidisk, DVD players, DACs etc ensuring distortion-
free recordings of digital sources.

Our Patented Technology
Ecosse fibre optic cables often employ a unique and patented spring loaded jack mechanism, which:

a) solves the mis-tolerance of jacks used by many of our mass-produced competitors, and:
b) provides a light, and gas-type connection.
It is a prerequisite that these cables are not allowed to fold by more than 30 degrees as this will affect
the transmission speed of the cable - fibre optic cables transmit at the speed of light (186 000mls/s/).

Reviews & Testimonials
 "Full-on 5.1 home cinema heaven

…this luminous orange cable oozes
quality, sporting a unique patented
spring-loaded jack mechanism…it
offers high-quality transfer
performance...equating to accurate,
crystal-clear sonics."
What Video & T V Magazine Best Buy A ward, UK

 

 "Ecosse's optical cable is an
excellent product, indicated for all
music lovers that want to extract the
maximum from their equipments."
VALUE: 5-STAR
CONSTRUCTION: 5-STARS
Clubo de A udio e Video Magazine, Brazil

 

 "Conclusão, O teste ligando a
saída digital toslink do DVD com o(s)
receiver(s) e reproduzindo um DVD
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With moulded strain relief protective clear plastic lens cover, PVC jacket and exclusive robust design, all
our fibre optic cables offer outstanding transfer performance and superior presence. These fibre optic
cables offer confirmed transmission loss of under 1 dB @1.0m. Our range includes a Superior T2T and a
Deluxe Toslink-Toslink model (for the fastest, most accurate sonic transfer). Alternatively, we offer a 3.5
mini optical jack (MiniDisc et al).

Technical Specifications
 Optical grade Polymethyl Methacrylate Acrylic Fibre

 Wide frequency bandwidth (10MHz) with extremely low-loss (<0.1 dB @ 1.0m)

 Speed of light digital transmission

 100% rejection of EMI

 Polyethylene and ultra low loss LDFPE dielectrics

 Unique and patented anti-shock spring loaded 'jack' mechanism connector keeps fibre in

optical alignment for maximum data transfer

We cannot stress enough that significant improvements are possible from matching mains cable,
loudSpeaker and interconnect cable-grade-wise (see our 'at-a-glance' Cable Match Table) throughout
your system, thus enhancing synergy.

receiver(s) e reproduzindo um DVD
Áudio multicanal, apresentou uma
resposta extraordinária de
transparência e detalhamento em
todos os 5 canais. O cabo óptico da
Ecosse é um excelente produto,
indicado para todos os amantes da
música que querem tirar o máximo
proveito de seus equipamentos."
Som **** 
Valor ***** 
Construção ***** 
Compatibilidade **** 
Custo/benefício **** 
Henrique Bozzo Netto, Clubo de A udio e Video
Magazine, Brazil
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